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I T A L Y

“ I S O L A ”
T H E  I S L A N D  O F  M I L A N



Bullfrog Barber Shop a new ‘old style’ barber and hairdresser



“L’Isola” (the island) is a former popular and working class district built at the 
end of the ninetenth century around Porta Nuova, close to the center of Milan. In 
recent years the district has undergone many changes becoming the new “place to be” 
while waiting for the Expo 2015.

But unlike what happened in many other cities, the “Isola” district didn’t suffer a 
gentrification process that has forced elsewhere the old inhabitants to leave their 
houese. Here instead, a mix between past and present still exists and survives. 
In a single metropolitan area, craftsmen of excellence, vintage fashion boutiques, 
historical cultural spots, new passions and an associationist tradition, live and 
work in the shadow of the new skyscrapers designed by international archistars.



Gae Aulenti sq., a new architectural 
reality at the edge of the old district



Maurizio Accattato director of the School of Circus Arts and 
Theatre, is putting on make up using a rearview mirror of a car



Silvia and Stefano Bertolaja owners of the 
vintage clothing store ‘The Vintage’



Overview of the new skyscrapers of Porta 
Garibaldi at the edge of the old district



Young people outside the hamburger 
restaurant Dennis KD Huose

Otti with her the dog Gilda, owner with her husband 
Claudio Calestani of the shop where they produce 

buckles and other objects in silver



James Carter performs at the Blue Note jazz 
club in the historic Borsieri st.



Boys in Gae Aulenti sq., a new architectural 
reality at the edge of the old district



An Overview of the tenements in the district



Dario Mastroianni in his workshop for repairs and 
construction of custom-made motorcycles



Performance in the streets of the artists’ quarter of the Pic 
Show - First Aid clown - directed by Maurizio Accattato



Elena Del Cortivo, creator (the only one in Italy) of 
rosettes in parchment for harpsichord and baroque guitar, 
at work in his workshop / home in Pastrengo st.



The ‘ Isola’ district seen from the 39th floor of 
the Palazzo della Regione Lombardia



Mestre Baixinho, creator and director of the Academia 
de Capoeira which is located in the district



Luca the owner of the bar La Cantinetta, one of the oldest and most 
popular places in the district, with the actor Emanuele Simonini



The trendy restaurant Deus, one of the 
new realities of the district



Maurizio Accattato director of the School of Circus Arts and Theatre, 
with a group of young artists of the Pic Show - First Aid clown -



Alice and Sonia young tattooers in their store / 
workshop Quetzal Lady in Thaon de Revel st.

Max Brunello creator of custom made 
glasses in his shop / workshop Eye Land



The restaurant Ratanà



A woman in prayer in the chapel of the 
church of Santa Maria alla Fontana



Murals on the wall of one of the entrances to 
the railway station of Porta Garibaldi
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